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Abstract:
This paper investigates two competing shipping lines’ timing decisions for their dedicated terminal (DT) investments in the presence of demand ambiguity.
We establish real option game models and find that if the shipping lines are symmetric, their DT investment game could reach sequential investment
equilibrium, where the leader makes a preemptive investment while the follower’s investment timing makes his expected present value of the future profit
increment exceeds his investment cost by the option value multiplier. In addition, we compare the shipping lines’ DT investment timing with the social
optimum. The results indicate that if the investment cost is not very low, the follower’s DT investment could be later than the social optimum, when the
competition between the shipping lines is low or the charge of the public terminal is low. The inconsistency between the social optimum and the shipping
lines’ preferred timing makes the government’s regulation necessary. We also explore the regulation rules to use the subsidy to align the shipping lines’ DT
investment timing to the social optimum, when the government knows and does not know the shipping lines’ ambiguity levels.
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